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Preface
This book provides information on the fire and explosion hazards associated with 
the storage of flammable liquids in containers. It sets out practical measures on the 
design, construction, operation and maintenance of storage areas, buildings and 
rooms used for storing flammable liquids at normal (ie ambient) temperatures and 
pressures. It gives examples of storage facilities for a number of different types of 
business. These measures are designed to protect people at work and others who 
may be affected by the storage of flammable liquids.

The guidance is aimed at those directly responsible for the safe storage and 
handling of flammable liquids in containers in all general work activities, ranging 
from the storage of small quantities of flammable liquids within a workroom, to large 
drum storage and distribution areas at manufacturers’ or suppliers’ premises.

Safety specialists and trade organisations or associations may wish to use this 
publication as a basis for more specific guidance for their own members.

While the references to British or other standards made in this book specify 
their year of issue, it is recognised that they are regularly updated and many are 
harmonised into a common European standard. Invariably, any such replacement 
standards may be used in place of the standards quoted.
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Objectives
The objectives for this publication are to:

help in the assessment of the risks from the storage of flammable liquids n	

 in containers, and advise on how to control those risks;
increase the awareness of the potential fire and explosion hazards n	

 associated with the storage of flammable liquids in containers;
advise on safe management procedures and precautions to reduce injuriesn	

 and damage caused by fires and explosions during the storage    
 of flammable liquids in containers;

give guidance on the appropriate standards for the design and n	

 construction of storage areas, buildings and rooms used for storing 
 flammable liquids at ambient temperature and pressure; and

advise on the need for appropriate fire precautions, maintenance, n	

 training and good housekeeping where flammable liquids are stored in
 containers.
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Introduction
General

1 This book provides you with guidance on the control measures you could 
adopt for the safe storage of containers containing flammable liquids. It sets out 
the steps you need to take to control the risks of fire and explosion, although some 
general advice is given on health risks where this may be helpful.

2 The guidance applies to all storage locations whether in the open air, or in 
specifically designed buildings, rooms or cabinets. It applies to new and existing 
sites.

Legal requirements

3 This book will help in your assessment of the risks arising from the storage 
of flammable liquids in containers, and it gives advice on how to control the risks. 
Assessment, by employers and the self-employed, of the risks to employees and 
others who may be affected by the work activities is one of the requirements of the 
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 19921. 

4 This book also advises you on how to comply with the relevant parts of the 
Health and Safety at Work etc Act 19742 at places where flammable liquids are 
stored and, where applicable, with the Highly Flammable Liquids and Liquefied 
Petroleum Gases Regulations 19723 and other relevant legislation (see Appendix 1).

5 Current legislation, guidance literature and standards are referred to in the 
text and are listed in the references section. They are subject to amendment from 
time to time. You need to ensure that the requirements, at the time any work or 
alterations are carried out, reflect the current legal requirements and good accepted 
practice. The glossary at the back of this book explains the particular terms used in 
the text.

What is risk assessment       
6 A risk assessment is an organised look at your work activities using the 
following five steps:

Step 1: Look for the hazards.
Step 2: Decide who may be harmed and how.
Step 3: Evaluate the risks arising from the hazards and decide whether    
  existing precautions are adequate or if more needs to be done.
Step 4: Record your significant findings.
Step 5: Review your assessment from time to time and revise it if    
  necessary.

Advice on carrying out risk assessments is contained in an HSE leaflet4.

7 The remaining sections of this book will help you to identify many of the 
hazards associated with the storage of flammable liquids in containers, and give 
guidance on how you can reduce the risks.

8 The guidance shows many of the issues you need to consider when carrying 
out risk assessments. It will help in deciding which precautions are necessary 
concerning the storage arrangements for flammable liquids in containers. 
A complete risk assessment made under the Management of Health and Safety 
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at Work Regulations 19921 will also have to consider other hazards, for example 
manual handling and transport safety, which are not within the scope of this book.

Scope

Definition of flammable liquid
9 In this book ‘flammable liquid’ generally means a liquid with a flashpoint of 
55°C or below. 
 
10 This definition includes:

all liquids classified as flammable, highly flammable or extremely    n	

flammable for supply according to the Chemicals (Hazard, Information    
and Packaging for Supply) Regulations 1994 (as amended)5; and
highly flammable liquids as defined in the Highly Flammable Liquids    n	

and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 19723.

11 This definition does not include however liquids, with a flashpoint equal to or 
more than 21°C and less than or equal to 55°C, which do not support combustion 
when tested at 55°C according to the method described in Schedule 2 of the 
Highly Flammable Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 19723.

12 Some Regulations, particularly those concerned with the transport of 
dangerous goods, define flammable liquids as those with a flashpoint of less than 
or equal to 61°C. Although some of the liquids defined according to transport 
legislation will be outside the scope of this book, it will nevertheless still be good 
practice to store them according to the recommendations given here.

Applying the standards
13 The advice in this book provides you with suitable standards for the design 
and location of storage facilities for flammable liquids in containers. It is applicable 
to flammable liquids contained in metal, glass and plastic receptacles, drums, 
barrels, tins, IBCs (Intermediate Bulk Containers) etc. 

14 It may be inappropriate or impractical for you to adopt all the 
recommendations in this book at existing premises. However the law requires you 
to make any improvements which are reasonably practicable, taking into account 
the risks at the premises and the cost and feasibility of additional precautions. See 
the Glossary for a definition of the term reasonably practicable at the back of this 
book.

15 This book describes a number of ways of achieving an adequate standard 
of safety. Further advice on how to use it at specific sites can be obtained from 
whoever inspects the site for health and safety, usually HSE or the local authority.

Environmental protection
16 Spillages of flammable liquids can have environmental consequences and may 
be subject to controls under the Environmental Protection Act 19906. 

17 Although this guidance does not attempt to cover environmental issues, 
the advice it contains for safe storage conditions will generally also provide some 
protection for the environment. You can find information on the environmental 
hazards posed by a particular flammable liquid in the specific substance material 
safety data sheet (MSDS) available from the supplier.
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18 Further guidance is available from the Environment Agency (or in Scotland, 
the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA)) or from local authorities, who 
enforce the 1990 Act6. 

Additional advice and information
19 You can find more appropriate advice in documents listed in the Further 
reading section at the back of this book about:

carriage, loading and unloading, spraying and use of flammable liquids;n	

dispensing and storage of petrol at filling stations; andn	

specific industries.n	

20 The advice in this book does not apply to the following flammable liquids:

those which present special hazards requiring specific precautions, such as:n	

ethylene oxide; –
peroxides; –
other liquids which carry a risk of rapid decomposition, polymerisation or  –
spontaneous combustion;

those contained in aerosols or other pressurised containers;n	

liquefied petroleum gas;n	

other substances which are gases at ambient temperature and pressure   n	

but are stored as liquids under pressure.

21 This book does not apply to containers with capacities of greater than 
approximately 1000 litres. For larger containers and those which are connected 
directly to a process or other point of use, advice is contained in an HSE 
publication7.

Liquids with a flashpoint in the range 32°C to 55°C
22 Some of the precautions and control measures are not appropriate for lower 
hazard liquids with a flashpoint in the range 32°C to 55°C. 

23 Advice on variations for these liquids is contained in paragraphs 171–183. 

24 Where no variation is shown for any aspect, the standards in the main text 
apply. 

Flammable liquids which are pesticides
25 All pesticides are subject to Part III of the Food and Environment Protection 
Act 1985 (FEPA)8, and they must be approved either:

under the Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986n	 9 (as amended); or
under the Plant Protection Products Regulations 1995n	 10 (as amended) and the 
Plant Protection Products (Basic Conditions) Regulations 199711.

The FEPA Part III Code of Practice12 and HSE Agriculture information sheet No 1613 
are available for guidance on the safe storage of pesticides. 

26 However, you may use this book for more detail on the precautions needed to 
deal with the flammable hazard of such pesticides. 
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Hazards 
Main hazards

27 The main hazards from the storage of flammable liquids are fire and explosion, 
involving either the liquid or the vapour given off from it. Fires or explosions are 
likely to occur when liquid or vapour is released and comes into contact with a 
suitable ignition source, or alternatively, when a heat or fire source comes into 
contact with the container.

28 Common causes or contributory factors of such incidents include:

lack of awareness of the properties of flammable liquids;n	

operator error, due to lack of training;n	

inadequate or poor storage facilities;n	

hot work on or close to flammable liquid containers;n	

inadequate design, installation or maintenance of equipment;n	

decanting flammable liquids in unsuitable storage areas;n	

exposure to heat from a nearby fire;n	

dismantling or disposing of containers containing flammable liquids.n	

Combustion of liquids 

29 Combustion of liquids occurs when flammable vapours released from the 
surface of the liquid ignite (see Figure 1).

Fuel
Flammable gases
Flammable liquids
Flammable solids

General combustible materials

Oxygen
Always present in the air
Additional sources from 

oxidising substances

Ignition source
Hot surface

Electrical equipment
Static electricity

Smoking/naked flames

Figure 1 The fire triangle
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30 The extent of a fire or explosion hazard depends on the amount of flammable 
vapour given off from a liquid which is determined by:

the temperature of the liquid;n	

the volatility of the liquid;n	

how much of the surface area is exposed;n	

how long the liquid is exposed for; andn	

the air movement over the surface.n	

31 Other physical properties of the liquid give additional information on how 
vapour/air mixtures may develop and also on the potential hazards. These physical 
properties include:

flashpoint;n	

auto-ignition temperature;n	

viscosity;n	

lower explosion limit; and n	

upper explosion limit.n	

Flashpoint
32 Flashpoint is defined as the lowest temperature at which a liquid gives off 
vapour in sufficient quantity to form a combustible mixture with air near the surface 
of the liquid under specified test conditions. Generally, a liquid with a flashpoint 
below the ambient temperature of the surroundings will give off sufficient vapour 
to mix with the air and be ignited. Liquids with a flashpoint greater than ambient 
temperature are less likely to give off a flammable concentration of vapour unless 
they are heated, mixed with low flashpoint materials or released under pressure as 
a mist or spray. The lower the flashpoint of a liquid, the higher the risk.

Viscosity
33 The viscosity of the liquid is also significant as it determines how far any spilt 
material will spread and therefore the size of any exposed surface.

Health hazards

34 Flammable liquids can pose a health hazard if they are ingested, come into 
contact with skin or eyes, or their vapours are inhaled. For example, methanol 
is toxic as well as flammable. Information on the health hazards of a particular 
liquid, and on any specific precautions required, should be obtained from the 
material safety data sheet (MSDS) or from the supplier. The Control of Substances 
Hazardous to Health Regulations 199414 require employers to assess the health 
risks from exposure to hazardous substances and the precautions needed. 
Paragraphs 37–39 give further details on health precautions.
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Safety precautions
Introduction

35 Although this book describes ways in which you can achieve an adequate 
standard of safety, variations from these may be appropriate to meet local 
conditions. You may use therefore alternative designs, materials and methods 
where your risk assessment shows that they provide an equivalent or higher overall 
level of safety.

36 The precautions outlined do not take into account possible damage from an 
external source such as a major incident that affects a wide area.

Health precautions        
37 Many precautions for reducing fire and explosion risks will also control the 
health risks. But some additional measures may be necessary since concentrations 
of vapours, capable of damaging human health, are usually significantly below the 
flammable levels.

38 The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 199414 require 
employers to prevent or control exposure to harmful substances. Guidance on 
these Regulations is contained in the Approved Codes of Practice (ACOPs) entitled 
General COSHH ACOP, Carcinogens ACOP and Biological Agents ACOP: Control 
of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 199415. 

39 An obvious precaution to take against skin and eye contact is to provide items 
such as gloves, protective clothing and goggles. Suitable respiratory protection may 
be needed during any operations to deal with leaks and spillages.

Marking and labelling                           
40 Individual containers must be clearly marked to indicate their contents and the 
degree of flammability. In most cases this will be required by the Chemicals (Hazard 
Information and Packaging for Supply) Regulations 19945 (as amended) (CHIP) and 
the Carriage of Dangerous Goods (Classification, Packaging and Labelling) and 
Use of Transportable Pressure Receptacle Regulations 199616 (CDG(CPL)). Certain 
anomalies may exist with regard to the labelling of liquids with flashpoints in the 
range 56–61°C. For these liquids, flammability labelling is not required under CHIP, 
but is required under the CDG(CPL) Regulations16.

41 The Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 199617 require 
stores and areas containing significant quantities (greater than 25 tonnes) of 
dangerous substances to be identified by appropriate warning signs. 

42 The majority of sites on which 25 tonnes or more of dangerous substances 
are stored must be marked in accordance with the Dangerous Substances 
(Notification and Marking of Sites) Regulations 199018.

43 Storerooms, cupboards and bins need to be marked to indicate the hazards 
associated with their contents. The yellow hazard triangle symbols (see Figure 2), 
which are widely available, indicate the flammability hazards clearly. If it is not 
reasonably practicable to mark directly on the storage area, then it can be 
displayed nearby. ‘No smoking’ and ‘No naked lights’ notices may be appropriate. 

Maintenance and modifications                                                                  
44 Many incidents involving flammable liquids occur during maintenance and 
repairs.
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45 The likelihood is increased if the work is done by staff or outside contractors 
who have little knowledge of the hazards associated with flammable liquids. You 
should only employ experienced contractors. A guide is available which gives 
sound practical advice for selecting and managing contractors19.
  

46 The Health and Safety at Work etc Act 19742 and the Management of 
Health and Safety at Work Regulations 19921 place duties to ensure safe working 
practices on both the company using the services and the contractor.
  
47 It is essential that no maintenance work is done until:

the potential hazards of the work have been clearly identified and assessed; n	

the precautions needed have been specified in detail;n	

the necessary safety equipment has been provided; andn	

adequate and clear instruction has been given to all those concerned.n	

48 In most cases, a permit-to-work (PTW) system should be used to control 
maintenance operations20 in areas where flammable liquids are stored or used. 
PTWs are formal management documents (see Figure 3). They should only be 
issued by those with clearly assigned authority to do so, and the requirements 
stated in them must be complied with before the permit is issued and the work 
covered by it is undertaken. Individual PTWs need to relate to clearly defined 
individual pieces of work. PTWs should normally include:
    

the location and nature of the work intended;n	

identification of the hazards, including the residual hazards and those    n	

introduced by the work itself;
the precautions necessary, for example, isolations;n	

the personal protective equipment required;n	

the proposed time and duration of the work;n	

the limits of time for which the permit is valid; andn	

the person in direct control of the work. n	

49 Further advice on PTWs is available in an HSE leaflet21.

50 There are some simple controls you can adopt to reduce the risks of fire and 
explosion during maintenance hot work. You need to make sure that all flammable 
or combustible materials are removed from the work area. If it is not reasonably 
practicable to remove such materials, then you could position suitable screens 
or partitions to protect the hazardous inventory. Once the work has finished, you 
need to thoroughly inspect the area for at least an hour to ensure that there is no 
smouldering material present.

FLAMMABLE LIQUID

Figure 2 Hazard triangle symbol
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Information and training       
51 Adequate training and knowledge of the properties of flammable liquids are 
essential for their safe storage. 

52 Training is a requirement of the Management of Health and Safety at Work 
Regulations 19921. Carrying out risk assessments required by these Regulations 
will identify how much information, training and retraining are needed. Further 
guidance on these Regulations is contained in an Approved Code of Practice22.

53 You need to inform all staff on the site about the hazards of storing flammable 
liquids, and about the need to exclude sources of ignition and heat from the 
designated storage areas. Those responsible for the operation of the store also 
need to receive specific training in how to deal with spillages and leaks, and 
emergency procedures. 

54 Periodic retraining will normally be required. The training should include the 
following aspects:

the types of flammable liquid stored, their properties and hazards;n	

1

23

4

6

5

8

7

9

10

11

12

13

1 Permit title      
        
3 Job location         

4 Plant identification   

6 Hazard identification - including residual   
hazards and hazards introduced by the work     

7 Precautions necessary - person(s) who
carries out precautions, eg isolations, should
sign that precautions have been taken

8 Protective equipment
      
9 Authorisation - signature confirming
that isolations have been made and
precautions taken,except where these
can only be taken during the work.
Date and time duration of permit      
  

11 Extension/shift handover
procedures -       
signatures confirming checks made
that plant remains safe to be
worked upon, and new acceptor/
workers made fully aware of     
hazards/precautions. New time expiry given  

 

Permits save lives – give them proper attention 

      2 Permit number.
Reference to other relevant

permits or isolation
         certificates
       

   

5 Description of
         work to be done 

and its limitations

10 Acceptance -  
    signature confirming
   understanding of work

to be done, hazards
      involved and precautions 
       required. Also confirming
  permit information has
    been explained to all
     workers involved
 

    
12 Hand back - signed by

      acceptor certifying work
         completed. Signed by 

issuer certifying work completed
   and plant ready for testing

and recommissioning

         13 Cancellation -
certifying work tested and 

plant satisfactorily 
recommissioned

(Signatures – names must be legible)

Figure 3 PTW
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general procedures for safe handling;n	

use of protective clothing;n	

housekeeping;n	

reporting of faults and incidents, including minor leaks and spills; andn	

emergency procedures, including raising the alarm, calling the fire    n	

brigade and the use of appropriate fire-fighting equipment.

You will need written procedures for controlling the risks from the storage of 
flammable liquids, and these should be used as the basis for training.

The VICES principles

55 There are five general principles for ensuring that the risks of fire and 
explosion, from the storage of flammable liquids in containers, are controlled and 
minimised. An aid to remembering these five principles is the acronym ‘VICES’. 
There is no order of priority of the principles implied by the use of the acronym.

V Ventilation
 Is there plenty of fresh air where containers are stored? Good ventilation   
 means vapours given off from a spill, leak, or release, will be rapidly dispersed.

I Ignition
 Have all ignition sources been removed from the storage area?    
 Ignition sources can vary widely. They include sparks from electrical    
 equipment or welding and cutting tools, hot surfaces, smoking, and    
 open flames from heating equipment.

C Containment
 Are your flammable liquids stored in suitable containers? Will a spillage   
 be contained and prevented from spreading to other parts of the storage   
 area or site? A means of controlling spillage would be the use of an
 impervious sill or low bund. An alternative is to drain the area to a safe   
  place, such as a remote sump or a separator.

E Exchange
 Can you exchange a flammable liquid for a less flammable one?    
 This is a basic question you should always ask. Can you eliminate    
 the storage of flammable liquids from your operation altogether?
 
S Separation
 Are flammable liquids stored well away from other processes and    
 general storage areas? Can they be separated by a physical barrier,    
 wall or partition?

56 The remainder of this publication covers detailed control measures, essentially 
based on the ‘VICES’ principles.
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Ventilation         
           
Introduction         
57 To prevent dangerous concentrations of flammable vapours building up in 
a store or storage area as the result of a leak, the space needs to be adequately 
ventilated. 

58 Containers should, where reasonably practicable, be stored in the open air at 
ground level (singly or in stacks). This enables leaks or releases to be quickly seen, 
and allows for any vapours to be dispersed effectively by natural ventilation.  
They should not normally be stored on the roof of a building but if, for reasons of 
space, the use of rooftop storage is considered essential, the enforcing authority 
and the fire authority need to be consulted.

59 If the best option of storing containers outside is not reasonably practicable, 
they may be kept in suitable storerooms, preferably separate buildings specifically 
designed for the purpose. 

Ventilation within buildings       
60 You need a good standard of ventilation in buildings or rooms used for storing 
flammable liquids, to disperse the vapours from any small releases. The ventilation 
arrangements need to take into account the heavy nature of the vapours, and to 
ensure adequate air movement at high and low levels.

61 Five air changes per hour is normally sufficient to ensure vapour levels in the 
store are kept to a low level. For small buildings, the simplest method of ensuring 
adequate ventilation is to provide fixed, permanent openings (such as air bricks or 
louvers etc) at high and low levels in external walls to the outside air. The five air 
changes per hour may be achieved if these openings have a total area equivalent 
to 1–3% of the total area of the walls and roof of the store. The actual area required 
depends on whether the building is in exposed or sheltered weather conditions. 
BS 5925: 199123 gives advice on ventilation principles and designing for natural 
ventilation in buildings. 

Wind 
direction

Figure 4 Roof and wall vents together give good natural ventilation
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62 In cases of doubt, measurements may be taken of the air change rate actually 
achieved in a completed building. A competent ventilation engineer should be able 
to do this.

63 If openings are present on two walls, a cross-flow induced by wind forces 
is encouraged. Vents provided at high and low level will encourage air circulation 
by thermal currents (see Figure 4). Remember not to position ventilation openings 
in internal walls, or below the level of any containment sill provided. The openings 
should not be obstructed on either side by, for example, container stacks, dirt or 
rubbish.

64 Ventilation openings should not normally be installed in any partitions 
designed to be fire-resisting (see Appendix 2). Where this is unavoidable, such 
openings will be required to self-close in a fire situation so as to provide separation. 
You should seek the advice of competent fire engineers if this option is considered.

Providing mechanical ventilation
65 If the provision of natural ventilation is not possible, because, for example, the 
storeroom is located centrally within a large workroom, then adequate ventilation 
can be provided by mechanical means. Larger buildings, stores with only one 
or two outside walls, or buildings in sheltered locations are also likely to require 
mechanical ventilation. 

66 Where this is provided it needs to operate constantly. Failure of an extraction 
system can be detected by an airflow monitoring device installed in the ductwork 
(such as a flow switch or differential pressure switch) and linked to an alarm.
  
67 Remember that the exhausted air needs to be routed to a safe place in the 
open air, via fire-resisting ductwork (see Appendix 2). Ducts should be arranged 
so that vapours cannot condense and collect at low points within the ductwork. In 
most cases it should be adequate if the ventilation ductwork is terminated: 
 

at least 3 metres above ground level;n	

at least 3 metres from building openings, boundaries, sources of ignition;   n	

and
away from building eaves and other obstructions.n	

Requirements for positioning exhausts from ventilation systems may be found in 
Process Guidance Notes issued under the Environmental Protection Act6.

68 Electric motors situated in the path of the vapour being extracted in ventilation 
ducting may become coated in flammable residues. Such residues may cause 
overheating of the motor and the residues themselves may undergo spontaneous 
combustion. Motors inside ductwork are also difficult to maintain. The Highly 
Flammable Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 19723 prohibit the 
positioning of electric motors (including explosion-protected motors) in ductwork 
containing flammable vapours. 

69 You can use centrifugal or bifurcated fans, or a motor situated in a safe area 
can be connected to a fan by a belt drive. Remember that it is possible for slipping 
drive belts to generate significant heat. Fans made from non-sparking materials 
provide an additional precaution against friction sparks.
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Ignition

70 The main objective when handling flammable liquids is always to avoid the 
unwanted creation of flammable concentrations of vapours by containment and 
ventilation. However when flammable concentrations of vapour do occur, either 
during normal operations or during accidental spillage etc, controls must exist over 
the wide variety of potential ignition sources (see Figure 5).

71 Hazardous area classification is widely used to determine the extent of 
hazardous zones created by flammable concentrations of vapours. Hazardous area 
classification is discussed further in Appendix 3. 

72 The concept of hazardous area classification has, in the past, been used 
solely as the basis for selecting fixed electrical equipment. However, you can use it 
to help eliminate potential ignition sources, including portable electrical equipment, 
vehicles, hot surfaces etc, from flammable atmospheres.

Sources of ignition        
73 Sources of ignition should be excluded from areas where flammable liquids 
are stored or handled. Common sources of ignition include:

naked flames, including welding and cutting equipment;n	

smoking;n	

electrical lighting, power circuits and equipment which are not suitably    n	

protected against igniting a flammable vapour, eg not flameproof or    
intrinsically safe;
processes or vehicles that involve friction or the generation of sparks;n	

hot surfaces;n	

static electricity.n	

74 Examples of controls for some ignition sources are given in the following 
paragraphs.

Storage of easily ignitable goods      
75 Stocks of combustible materials such as easily ignitable packaging should 
not be kept in a flammable liquid store. These may act as the first materials to be 
ignited in a fire rather than the flammable liquids.

Figure 5 A range of potential ignition sources
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76 The fire risk will be increased if you allow combustible materials (including weed 
growth) to build up in a storage area, or within 1 metre of the sill or bund. 
If weedkillers are used, you should not use products which are oxidising agents,  
eg those which contain sodium chlorate, and the dead weeds need to be removed

Electrical equipment
77 Where possible you need to locate electrical equipment in non-hazardous 
areas. However, if such equipment needs to be located in a hazardous 
environment, exposed to flammable substances, it must be constructed or 
protected so as to prevent danger. This is a requirement of the Electricity at 
Work Regulations 198924 and might be achieved by selecting equipment built to 
explosion-protected standards. 

78 Advice on selecting, installing and maintaining explosion-protected electrical 
equipment is given in BS EN 60079-1425 and in a short guide published by the 
Institution of Chemical Engineers26.

79 There are also Regulations which apply to both electrical and non-
electrical equipment, the Equipment and Protective Systems Intended for Use in 
Potentially Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 199627. However, they are aimed 
at manufacturers and suppliers, requiring them to ensure the equipment is safe. 
Such equipment should carry CE marking. From July 2003 you will have to select 
such equipment but, until then, you can select equipment that does not carry CE 
marking provided it is safe. 

Protection of vehicles        
80 Vehicles that need to operate within areas classified as hazardous zones in 
storage buildings or areas should be protected to an appropriate standard, to avoid 
ignition of flammable vapours. During storage, the highest probability of a release 
from a container occurs when it is being handled. An unprotected fork-lift truck 
may be a source of ignition in such circumstances.

81 Where only liquids with a flashpoint above 32°C are present, vehicle 
protection is not required unless, of course, ambient temperatures approach 32°C. 

82 The HSE guidance publication HSG11328 provides further advice on the use 
and protection of vehicles.

Figure 6 Protected fork-lift truck
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Space heating         
83 Occasionally storage buildings or internal stores containing flammable liquids 
are heated. In this case the heating system should not be an ignition source. 
This can be achieved by ensuring that only indirect heating means are used. For 
example you could have radiators, fed remotely by hot water pipes, or indirectly 
fired gas or oil appliances (ie those which take the air for combustion from safe 
areas and exhaust the products of combustion to the outside air). Electrically 
heated radiators complying with BS EN 60079-1425 may be used. 

84 In all cases the heating system needs to be protected against the build-up
of flammable residues on hot surfaces. The maximum temperature of any exposed 
heating surfaces should not exceed the auto-ignition temperature of any of the 
flammable liquids in storage. Guidance on this issue is contained in BS EN 60079-
1425.

Containment

Introduction
85 The main protection against the dangers arising from the storage of flammable 
liquids in containers is the integrity of the packaging. Individual containers may 
leak, break or be punctured, causing a small escape of material. You need to have 
arrangements in place to deal with these situations.

Design and construction of containers
86 It is a requirement of both the Chemicals (Hazard Information and Labelling 
for Supply) Regulations 1994 (as amended)5 and the Carriage of Dangerous 
Goods (Classification, Packaging and Labelling) and Use of Transportable Pressure 
Receptacles Regulations 199616 that manufacturers, suppliers and distributors of 
chemicals ensure that they are packaged safely.

87 All containers should be designed and constructed to standards suitable 
for the purpose. They should be robust and have well-fitting lids or tops to resist 
spillage if knocked over. There are specific standards available for containers and 
packagings to comply with transport legislation. Containers need to be of an 
appropriate UN Performance Tested type. Such containers are suitable also for 
storage conditions. 

Figure 7 Various types of containers
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88 If glass or other fragile containers are used, the packaging should include 
protection against impact damage, and may also include absorbent material to help 
contain the contents if a breakage occurs.
 
89 Where necessary containers may need protection against corrosion, for 
example by painting. In particular, plastic containers can suffer degradation by light, 
but this can be reduced by suitable shading. 

90 The material, from which the containers are made, needs to be compatible 
with the chemical and physical properties of the liquid to ensure that no interaction 
occurs which might cause leakage.

Handling         
91 You need to stack your containers in a safe manner which facilitates handling 
operations (see Figure 8). The stack design should allow any leaking container to 
be quickly spotted, easily removed and appropriately dealt with. 

92 It is recommended that 205 litre metal drums and similar containers are 
stacked no more than three high, and preferably on pallets or suitably designed 
racking systems. You need to seek advice from the supplier as to relevant stack 
designs for other types of containers, for example those made from glass or 
plastic. You can prevent drums from moving, if they are stored on their sides, by 
using suitable chocks. 

93 You should not stack containers so as to obstruct ventilation openings or 
means of escape in case of fire.

Operations
94 The store should not generally be used for activities where spillages are most 
likely, for example dispensing, mixing and repacking. Such operations should be 
carried out in a separate area, and in a way which reduces spills and dangerous 
releases of flammable liquids. 

95 Further guidance on the use and handling of flammable liquids is given in the 
HSE publication HSG14029. 

Figure 8 Outdoor drum storage

Containment sill
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96 Where a substance is likely to degrade during storage, you should ask your 
supplier about things like:

the possible hazardous effects of such degradation;n	

the remedial action to be taken;n	

the recommended storage conditions;n	

maximum storage times; andn	

inspection frequencies.n	

Much of this information should be contained in the product material safety data 
sheet (MSDS).

97 You need to regularly inspect all stored materials to ensure that the packaging 
is in good condition and that there are no leaks from the containers.

Spillage control
98 It is important to have means of controlling spillages and releases within the 
storage area to prevent the uncontrolled spreading of flammable liquids. 

99 A number of control measures are possible, and some are described in the 
following paragraphs. Material safety data sheets will detail any specific action to 
be taken for dealing with spillages. You need to have these available for all the 
substances stored on site. 

100 The provision of non-combustible absorbent granules or other means for 
clearing up small spills should be considered. Remember that you will need to 
dispose of used contaminated granules safely and appropriately. 
 
101 One known cause of spillage from containers is by overfilling and the 
subsequent liquid expansion caused, for example, by the containers being stored 
in direct sunlight. Such expansion may also be caused if containers are stored 
close to transparent roof lights in buildings. Allowing adequate ullage space for the 
liquid expansion in the container will prevent this. More specific standards for ullage 
space are required under the transport legislation. In these cases the receptacle 
should not be filled so as to become liquid full at a temperature of 50°C. 

102 Shading from direct sunlight is not normally necessary unless the material 
stored is unstable, or exceptionally if adequate ullage space is not provided.  
Any shading or weather protection which is considered necessary needs to take 
the form of a light non-combustible roof structure with open sides. Such structures 
will not add to the fire risk, and should not restrict ventilation around the containers.

103 Outdoor storage areas may be provided with an impervious sill or low bund, 
which needs to enclose a volume that is at least 110% of the capacity of the 
largest container. You may need to provide ramps over the sill to allow for the 
access of fork-lift trucks, pallet trucks etc into the storage area. 

104 Slightly sloping the surface of the storage area will allow any liquid spilt 
from containers to flow away from the containers to a safe place, such as an 
evaporation area (either within the storage area or separated from it), or via 
drainage to a remote sump, interceptor or separator. Good drainage of any 
collected surface rain water away from the containers will reduce the likelihood of 
corrosion of the base of the containers, with subsequent potential leakage of the 
contents.

105 In the case of storage rooms or buildings, the floors need to be constructed 
of materials that are resistant to and compatible with the liquids stored. You can 
provide containment of any leaks or releases from containers within the store by 
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sloping the floor away from the door, or by constructing a sill across the door 
opening. The size of the sill needs to provide containment of 110% of the capacity 
of the largest container stored. Typically, such sills are about 150 mm high. Again, 
you might require ramps over the sill to allow access for wheeled trolleys etc

Security
106  Physical control measures allow the risks of fire or explosion to be minimised, 
but these can be defeated if trespassing or tampering, whether deliberate or 
otherwise, is allowed to take place. So your security arrangements, both during the 
working day and outside normal hours, need to take into account the possibility of 
arson and vandalism. 

107 The standard of security required will depend, among other factors, on 
the consequences of a major fire. Intruder alarms, security patrols etc may be 
considered appropriate, but you should not forget other simple precautions which 
may be taken, such as maintaining fences and external walls. Suitable fencing for 
flammable liquid stores include welded mesh and chain link fencing, as neither 
obstruct ventilation. Where security fencing is installed around the storage area,  
its design needs to take full account of the general fire precautions required (see 
paragraphs 138–141). 

108 Specific fencing around the storage area may not be required if it is 
within secure premises. You need to consider whether access to the store by 
unauthorised people during the working day is acceptable. One way of achieving 
this is to keep the area locked with access to the keys being restricted to 
authorised people.

Exchange

109 The most obvious way to reduce or eliminate the risks of fire or explosion is 
not to store flammable liquids. The first step in your risk assessment would be to 
consider the substitution by a less hazardous or non-hazardous alternative. This 
may however pose different risks, for example to the environment or to human 
health.

Separation

Introduction
110 It is recommended that flammable liquids are stored well away from other 
processes and general storage areas. This is best achieved by a physical distance, 
but alternatively a physical barrier such as a wall or partition can be used.

111 If containers of flammable liquid are stored near other combustible, flammable, 
toxic, corrosive or oxidising materials, or cylinders of compressed gases, an 
assessment of the relative hazards needs to be carried out. The intensity of a 
fire, or its rate of growth, may be increased if incompatible materials are stored 
together, for example flammable liquids with oxidising agents. Similarly a fire 
involving flammable liquids may spread and involve non-combustible substances, 
for example toxic materials, which could then be widely dispersed. 

112 To prevent this type of knock-on effect, separation or segregation is 
necessary. Guidance is available for these situations in an HSE guidance booklet30.

Outdoor storage
113 If containers are stored in the open air you need to locate them (see Figure 9):

in a well-ventilated area; andn	
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away from sources of ignition. n	

114 The location needs to be designed to minimise the effect of:

heat on the containers from a fire within the premises or outside the    n	

premises’ boundary; and 
a fire within the store on buildings, plant and people inside or outside    n	

the premises.

115 Minimising the effect of heat is best achieved by distance. Containers should 
be stored within a clearly defined area on an impervious surface, for example a 
concrete pad. 

116  The recommended minimum separation distances shown in Table 1 are 
dependant on the quantity of flammable liquid stored. The distances are based 
on what is considered to be good practice and have been widely accepted by 
industry. Although these distances may not provide complete protection to people 
or structures from a fire in the flammable liquid storage area, they should allow time 
during a developing fire for people to evacuate to a place of safety.

Table 1 Minimum separation distances

 Quantity stored   Distance from occupied building, boundary,
 litres     process unit, flammable liquid storage tank or
      fixed ignition source 
      metres

 Up to 1 000   2

 1 000 - 100 000  4

 Above 100 000   7.5

Notes
1 The maximum stack size should be 300 000 litres, with at least 4 metres between stacks.
2 Containers should not be stored within the bund of a fixed flammable liquid storage tank or within  
 1 metre of the tank bund wall.

117 Your risk assessment may highlight problems, for example with the local 
water supply. Alternatively the site may be remote from sources of help (such as 
the fire authority), or is close to process plant. In such cases, you need to consider 
increasing the minimum separation distances quoted, particularly if the fire could 
spread to neighbouring buildings or plant. Another solution is to take additional 
protective measures.

118 Additional protective measures can be passive, such as a fire wall, or they 
can be active, such as water deluge systems, for example sprinklers or monitors. 
Where such features are installed, a reduction in the minimum separation distances 
quoted above may be justified. In such cases, early consultation with the enforcing 
authority and fire authority is recommended.

Separation by a fire wall        
119 A fire wall is an imperforate wall, screen or partition providing at least  
30 minutes fire resistance. It protects containers of flammable liquid from the 
effects of radiated heat from a nearby fire. A fire wall can also ensure an adequate 
dispersion distance from buildings, boundaries, sources of ignition etc for 
flammable liquid or vapour leaking from any container. Concrete, masonry or brick 
construction is preferred. 
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Line of
boundary
fence or
building

(a) Separation distance without a fire wall

See Table 1

Highly 
flammable 
liquids

(b) Separation distance with a fire wall

Fire wall

Line of 
boundary 
fence or 
building

See Table 1

Highly 
flammable 
liquids

Highly 
flammable 
liquids

Fire wall

Line of 
boundary 
fence or 
building

See Table 1

See Table 1

(c) Separation distance with a fire wall – alternative arrangement

Figure 10 Separation 
distances for highly 

flammable liquids in drums 
and similar portable 

containers stored outside 
(viewed from above)
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120 The fire wall needs to be at least as high as the container stack, with a 
minimum height of 2 metres, and should be sited within 3 metres of the stack. 
Provided you can achieve these conditions, the fire wall may form part of a bund 
wall, building wall or boundary wall. The wall needs to be long enough to ensure 
that the distance between the edge of the bund and any building, boundary, source 
of ignition etc is at least the appropriate distance quoted in Table 1, measured 
around the ends of the wall (see Figure 10). 

121 To ensure adequate ventilation a fire wall should normally only be provided on 
one side of a container stack.

Storage in separate buildings
122 If flammable liquids are stored within specially designed separate buildings, 
the control measures necessary to minimise fire and explosion risks are largely 
dependent on the location of the building. 

123 If the building is in a safe place, ie the distance between the outside wall 
of the building and any other building, boundary etc is at least that appropriate 
distance quoted in Table 1, the control measures are identical to those for outdoor 
storage, with the addition that the building should generally be of non-combustible 
construction. 

124 It is preferable for the roof of the building to be constructed of lightweight 
materials. This allows the roof to act as explosion relief as it would open readily to 
release the effects of an explosion. Without this, the pressure associated with an 
explosion would be increased. 

125 The use of a fire wall can also be considered for any part of a building located 
within the separation distances to the boundary detailed in Table 1 (see Figure 
10(c)). Namely;

the wall of the building on the boundary side is a fire wall; andn	

eithern	  the walls of the building at right angles to the boundary are fire    
walls for at least 4 metres from the boundary, or the fire wall extends    
along the boundary for at least 4 metres beyond the store on either side.

The increased distance (4 metres) quoted above is to reduce the threat that a fire in 
the store would pose to adjacent buildings/structures on or off-site, and to prevent 
the possible spread of flammable vapours into uncontrolled areas.

126 Similar standards need to be applied for storage buildings located against the 
wall of an occupied building. See paragraph 61 concerning ventilation openings.

127 If the storage building cannot be located in a safe place as defined in 
paragraph 123, then effective separation may be achieved by constructing the 
store as a fire-resisting building (see Figure 11). The fire resistance needs to allow 
adequate time in the event of a fire to raise the alarm and evacuate the area. 
Constructions providing 30 minutes fire resistance are considered appropriate. 
These standards do not require the building to withstand a complete burn-out of 
the contents.
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Storage in other buildings
128 The precautions for storing containers in storerooms, which form part of 
a building used for other purposes, are essentially a variation of the measures 
discussed previously for separate buildings not in a safe place (see Figure 12). 

Figure 12 An example of a suitable storeroom in a building. In the case of a multi-storey, 
advice should be sought from the relevant enforcing authority 

129 Such stores should not be below ground, where natural ventilation is severely 
restricted. 

130 As previously mentioned, a lightweight roof would act as explosion relief. Such 
a roof may be feasible for stores in single-storey buildings. Alternatively relief panels 
may be placed in one or more walls, provided that they vent to a safe place, so as 
not to injure people or damage neighbouring property. Unless the door of the store 
is specially strengthened, it will by default act as explosion relief. An alternative to 
explosion relief is to use mechanical exhaust ventilation as discussed in paragraphs 
65–69. 

131 In this case the mechanical ventilation needs to be designed to deal with the 
maximum leak anticipated, rather than the five air changes per hour which is only 
suitable for dispersing small leaks. Such ventilation systems need to be designed 
by a suitably qualified engineer after a sufficient technical evaluation. 

132 Any means of escape in case of fire from any part of the building should not 
be jeopardised by the location of the store. 

133 In addition to the standards referred to for the construction of separate 
storage buildings not in a safe place, the following are required:

any internal walls of the store should be of fire-resisting construction    n	

in accordance with Appendix 2;
if a common ceiling/roof structure is present between the store and the   n	

rest of the building, compartmentation needs to be provided to prevent   
the fire spreading to other parts of the building through the roof space.   
This can be achieved by providing 30 minute fire-resisting partitions    

Fire-resisting 

internal walls

Ventilation apertures

Sill

Lightweight roof

1/2hr self-closing

fire door, with sill
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either horizontally between the ceiling of the store and the roof space,    
or in the case of single-storey buildings, vertically in the roof space    
between the store and the rest of the building;
if the storeroom is in the same building as residential accommodation,   n	

compartmentation should be provided which would be capable of affording 
fire resistance to the same standard as the elements of construction of the 
residential building and not less than 60 minutes. Ideally no door should 
communicate between the store and the building, but if this is unavoidable 
then the doors need to be of the same fire resistance as the rest of the 
compartment and be self-closing. It is recommended that automatic fire 
detection is installed in the store linked to audible alarms in the residential area.
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Fire precautions and emergency 
procedures
Fire precautions

Introduction
134 Much can be done to prevent fire, and following the advice in this book 
should greatly reduce the chances of it occurring. Unfortunately however the 
possibility of a fire always remains. It is therefore important for you to have in place 
a pre-planned response to such emergencies, including the appropriate actions to 
be taken in the event of a fire and efficient arrangements for calling the fire brigade.

General fire precautions
135 If a fire occurs people need to be able to quickly escape from its effects and 
reach a place of safety. The term general fire precautions (GFP) is used to describe 
the structural features and equipment provided to achieve this aim. It covers:

escape routes to fire exits;n	

fire-fighting equipment;n	

a system of giving warning in the event of fire; andn	

management procedures to ensure that all of the above are available    n	

and maintained, and that there is adequate training in their use.

Detailed consideration of these is outside the scope of this book. In the majority 
of circumstances the requirements for adequate GFPs are made under the Fire 
Precautions Act 197131 and the Fire Precautions (Workplace) Regulations 199732. 

136 In certain specific cases where large quantities of a highly flammable liquid are 
stored (in excess of 4000 tonnes) or handled above its boiling point at pressures 
greater than atmospheric pressure (in excess of 50 tonnes), the GFP requirements 
are made under the Fire Certificates (Special Premises) Regulations 197633. 

137 Under both pieces of legislation a fire certificate will normally be issued by the 
relevant enforcing authority, which will specify the GFP requirements. For advice on 
these matters the appropriate enforcing authority should be contacted:

HSE in the case of the Fire Certificates (Special Premises) Regulations 1976n	 33; 
and
the fire authority in the case of the Fire Precautions Act 1971n	 31 and the Fire 
Precautions (Workplace) Regulations 199732.

General fire precautions at outside storage areas
138 GFPs at outdoor storage facilities are now covered by the Fire Precautions 
(Workplace) Regulations 199732 and enforced by the fire authority. The following 
advice is provided to assist in determining the GFP requirements for these outdoor 
storage facilities.

139 You need to plan and control the layout of drum stacks to avoid dead-end 
situations, ie where escape is only possible in one direction. You need to minimise 
the travel distance of any which cannot be avoided. You need to make sure that 
the escape routes are obvious and that the gangway widths between stacks 
remain constant, or increase, along the route. Operational needs should ensure 
that the gangway widths are adequate, but wherever possible, they need to have a 
minimum width of 1.5 metres. 
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140 If the store is within a fenced security compound, at least two exits, well 
spaced apart, should normally be provided so that a person can turn away from 
the fire and find an exit. A single exit in small stores may be sufficient if the distance 
from any part of the store to the exit, measured around the containers, is not more 
than 24 metres. Exits should open outwards and be immediately openable by the 
person(s) making their escape.

141 Advice on the standards applicable for general fire precautions is contained in 
BS 558834.

Fire-fighting equipment
142 You will need to provide an adequate number of fire extinguishers within the 
storage area. Their primary purpose is to tackle incipient fires, thereby reducing the 
risk to people and enabling them to make their escape. 

143 They need to be positioned in conspicuous locations on the escape routes, 
such that no one in the storage area needs to travel more than 30 metres to reach 
an extinguisher. Unless the location of an extinguisher is otherwise self-evident, 
you will need to identify its location by appropriate safety signs. Such signs should 
comply with the Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 199617 or 
BS 5499: Part 135. 

144 To reduce the risk of corrosion it is sensible to keep extinguishers off the 
ground and provide protection against the weather. 

145 Extinguishers should be to a recognised standard such as BS EN 336 or 
BS 5423 and be suitable for tackling fires involving the flammable liquids stored. BS 
5423 has now been withdrawn. All new extinguishers should comply with 
BS EN 336 but existing extinguishers complying with BS 5423 are still acceptable if 
already in situ and remaining serviceable. The nominal size 9 kg dry powder or 
9 litre foam extinguisher is recommended. Such a size of extinguisher combines 
ease of handling with a reasonable fire-fighting capability. You will need to make 
sure that anybody expected to use a fire extinguisher is properly trained.

146 You will need to provide an effective means of giving warning in case of fire in 
the storage area. It should be audible to all those likely to be affected by the fire. 
This may vary from small storage areas, where a shout of ‘fire’ might suffice, to 
larger areas where a klaxon or siren might be required. An assembly point should 
be identified for people evacuating from such areas, where they can be accounted 
for.

Emergency procedures

147 Initiating emergency procedures at the earliest stage of an incident can 
significantly reduce the impact on people and premises. 

148 You need to draw up a procedure for dealing with fires. Consideration needs 
to be given to the range of possible events which take into account the following:

the nature and quantities of the flammable liquids stored;n	

the location of the storage facility and its design; andn	

the people, both on-site and off-site who may be affected.n	

149 Where it is likely that any incident would be confined to the storage area, 
or building containing the store, your emergency procedures may be limited to 
ensuring that everyone can safely escape from the effects of the fire, and that the 
fire brigade is called with minimum delay.
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150 The fire brigade has duties under the Fire Services Act 194737 to familiarise 
itself with the means of access to premises and the layout, including the availability 
of water supplies. This is necessary for the fire brigade to be able to carry out its 
duties under the Act of tackling any outbreak of fire. To assist in this, you need to 
provide and maintain suitable access for fire-fighting personnel and their vehicles, 
and as necessary, to provide a convenient fire main and hydrant which should be 
agreed with the fire authority.

151 Where there is a possibility that a fire in the store might spread to other parts, 
whether on-site or off-site, you need to consider how the risk to anyone present 
can be reduced. You should also address how a fire can be prevented from 
spreading to the store if this is a possibility.

152 Clearly, the nature of the site will dictate the level of precautions, should they 
be needed. They could vary from housing suitable fire extinguishers or fire hose 
reels to tackle an incipient fire, involving vegetative undergrowth for example, to 
using monitors or deluge systems to apply cooling water over the container stacks.

153 You need to ensure that people expected to use the equipment are trained 
and practised in how to do so, without exposing themselves or others to any 
unnecessary risk from the fire. It is recommended that this is discussed with the fire 
authority. 

154 The fire brigade when they arrive will assume responsibility for fire-fighting 
operations. It is therefore important that they are aware of the fire-fighting 
equipment and capability on site. This includes having in place agreed procedures 
with the works fire team, if there is one, to ensure that control of the incident is 
maintained and that nobody is exposed to unnecessary risk during handover.  
Any subsequent role for the works fire team should be agreed with the fire authority 
and detailed in your emergency procedures.

Controls for off-site risks
155 Fire water run-off may place a major strain on normal drainage facilities. 
Interceptors or special drainage schemes may be necessary, particularly at large 
installations, to minimise the risk of contaminating local water courses. Consultation 
with the Environment Agency (or in Scotland, the Scottish Environment Protection 
Agency) and the fire authority may be appropriate. 

156 Guidance on this topic can be found in the HSE guidance note EH7038 and 
in a document published by the Construction Industry Research and Information 
Association39.

157 Where foreseeable incidents may affect people or property beyond the 
site boundary, the emergency services should be consulted when preparing the 
emergency plans. 

158 Formal on-site and off-site emergency plans are required at sites subject to 
regulations 7 to 12 of the Control of Industrial Major Accident Hazard Regulations 
1984 (CIMAH)40 – see the HSE guidance booklet HSG2541.
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Storage facilities 
Temporary storage

159 You may need to keep containers temporarily outside of the designed storage 
area to aid production or processing scheduling. For example, containers may be 
required in or near process plant areas for use during that day or shift. 

160 To ensure that the risks associated with this operation are controlled, certain 
measures need to be present. You should ensure that all containers are properly 
closed and labelled. You need to consider providing a bund around the containers 
if the location is such that a leak from the container could cause a hazard, for 
example if a leak of flammable liquid could enter the normal drainage or water 
systems. 

161 You could store containers against a building wall if the wall is a fire wall (see 
paragraphs 119–121). But containers should not be stored below any opening or 
means of escape in case of fire, regardless of vertical distance, which would put at 
risk any people leaving the building or area via these means of escape. This means 
containers should not be stored below external stairways which are fire escapes. 

162 You need to treat part-used and nominally empty containers as if they were 
full of liquid and return them to the permanent storage area at the end of the shift 
or working day.

Storage of small quantities

163 You need to ensure that only the minimum amount of flammable liquid needed 
to carry out your work is stored in workrooms, laboratories etc.

Figure 13 Storage in the workroom
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The Highly Flammable Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 19723 
require that no more than a maximum of 50 litres of highly flammable liquids may 
be stored in workrooms etc, and they must be kept in suitable cabinets or bins in 
designated areas away from working or processing areas (see Figure 13). 

164 Containers which are nominally empty or are not currently needed should be 
returned to the appropriate store. Further advice on the design and standards of 
construction of cabinets and bins is contained in Appendix 2.

Storage of finished products

165 You should always store finished products which are flammable liquids in a 
properly designed store. However, finished products may be stored temporarily in 
loading bays awaiting despatch provided that the bay is not part of a workroom. 
Such storage should be limited to that awaiting imminent despatch.

166 The risk associated with flammable liquids or finished products in containers 
of not more than 0.5 litre nominal capacity is low, because of the extent of 
accidental spillage from a single container. It is considered appropriate therefore 
that such containers may be kept in general storage with other materials at 
the premises of the manufacturer, distributor or retailer. In such cases however 
precautions must still be present to reduce the risks of fire and explosion.  
These include:

the store is separated from production areas by partitions of appropriate fire-n	

resisting construction (see Appendix 2);
incompatible materials, such as peroxides and other oxidising agents, are not n	

kept in the store;
combustible packaging materials, which are not in immediate use, are not kept n	

in the store;
smoking is not permitted, and there is strict control over the use of naked n	

flames in the store;
adequate ventilation is provided;n	

sampling or dispensing into other containers is not carried out in the store;n	

sealed containers are kept at least 0.5 metre from fixed electrical equipment n	

that is not protected against igniting flammable vapour, or from heaters and 
other hot surfaces.

Storage and display at retail premises

167 The risks of fire and explosion associated with the storage of flammable 
liquids can be reduced if you can keep the amount of flammable liquid at the point 
of sale to a minimum, consistent with the needs of the business. You could use 
dummy or empty containers for items permanently on display. 

168 Full containers need to be located away from heat, sources of ignition, and 
other easily ignitable goods, and the stock should not obstruct the means of 
escape in case of fire. Smoking should not be allowed in the vicinity. You may 
consult the fire authority on general fire precautions.

169 You could keep additional stocks of flammable liquids intended for sale, away 
from the sales area to which the public have access. This could be in a storage 
area, room or cabinet that is designed to the standards in this book or equivalent. 
Access to this store needs to be limited to authorised personnel.

170 Some flammable liquids, particularly for paint mixing etc, are stored within 
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special units which include facilities for weighing, dispensing and mixing.  
These units need to be sited in a well-ventilated room or area which is preferably 
used only for the purpose of paint mixing.

Storage of higher-flashpoint liquids

171 For liquids with a flashpoint in the range 32°C to 55°C, some of the 
precautions described earlier are inappropriate. 

172 This is because these liquids will not normally produce a flammable 
atmosphere when stored at ambient temperature, ie the flashpoint is higher than 
normal ambient temperature. They can however produce flammable atmospheres 
if heated or if released as a mist or spray, and will ignite and burn readily if exposed 
to fire from another source. 

173 In most cases the following variations will be appropriate for these liquids.

Storage locations
174 Higher-flashpoint liquids are still a fire hazard and hence need to be stored 
preferably according to the earlier text. However where these standards cannot 
be followed, such liquids may be held in general storage with other materials or in 
other locations where they would not be likely to be rapidly involved in any fire in 
the vicinity.

175 Small containers and cans etc, up to a recommended total capacity of 250 
litres, can be kept in a workroom or laboratory in a fire-resisting cupboard or bin. 

176 Where it is necessary to store larger quantities in a workroom, for example 
in drums, only the minimum quantity consistent with the needs of the operation 
should be kept there. They should be stored at least 3 metres and preferably 5 
metres from process activities. It is particularly important to keep sources of heat 
away from the storage area.

Design of stores
177 For storage rooms or buildings used to store only these liquids, a lower 
standard of ventilation is appropriate. A limited number of air bricks in external walls 
is acceptable. Explosion relief is not considered necessary.

Operations
178 Dispensing, mixing and similar operations should normally be done away from 
the storage area. 

179 However, where the hazards associated with moving the containers appear 
to outweigh the fire hazard, such operations can be done in the storage area, 
providing that precautions are taken against spillage and adequate ventilation is 
provided.

Retail premises
180 Full containers may be used for display if the number is kept to a reasonable 
level. They need to be stacked in a safe manner, away from sources of ignition and 
readily combustible material (such as paper and cardboard) and in a manner which 
does not restrict the means of escape in case of fire for staff or customers.

181 Paint tinting systems may be used in the sales area providing the area is kept 
clean and well ventilated. The tinting equipment itself is normally non-combustible.
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Sources of ignition
182 Provided the liquid is not heated above its flashpoint or released from the 
container in the form of a mist or spray, then it will not generate a hazardous area. 
Therefore protection of nearby electrical equipment or portable electrical equipment 
is not required. 

183 Similarly no protection is required for vehicles being parked or used at the 
storage area.

Suggested storage facilities for a range of premises

Introduction
184 The following section gives examples of good arrangements for a number 
of different types of business to ensure safe storage of flammable liquids. The 
premises for which examples are given are:

storage within a workroom or laboratory;n	

storage in a small retail outlet or shop;n	

storage in a small engineering factory or motor vehicle repair shop;n	

storage in a large retail outlet.n	

While these examples can be used as a guide, your own risk assessment should 
form the basis for the controls you put in place.

Storage in a workroom or laboratory
185 If you work with flammable liquids in this type of location it is probable that 
they are contained in 2.5 litre glass bottles, small metal cans or kegs. You probably 
only use relatively small amounts of the flammable liquid at any one time. The 
overall total volume present in the room is likely to be low. 

186 The Highly Flammable Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 
19723 require that no more than a maximum of 50 litres of highly flammable liquids 
may be stored in the workroom under certain conditions. Not all laboratories will 
be subject to these Regulations but the standard is the one with which health and 
safety inspectors will seek compliance. Meeting the requirements will normally be 
sufficient to demonstrate that you have done all that is reasonably practicable to 
meet your general obligations under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 19742. 

187 Such a quantity of highly flammable liquids should be stored in closed 
containers and kept in a 30 minute fire-resisting bin, cabinet or cupboard fitted with 
the means to contain leaks from the containers. These are widely available from 
stockists of safety equipment. 

188 One of the simplest means of storing small quantities of highly flammable 
liquids is to store them in a steel dustbin fitted with a close-fitting metal lid. It needs 
to be suitably labelled to indicate the hazard, ie the standard yellow flammability 
hazard triangle should be prominently displayed (see Figure 2).

189 Any quantity greater than the 50 litres should be removed from the room 
when not being used and stored in a properly designed store.
 
190 Those liquids classified as flammable only with a flashpoint in the range 
32–55°C do not normally pose a fire risk, unless the liquid is heated to above its 
flashpoint or released as a mist or spray. They therefore do not necessarily require 
the same storage conditions as outlined above. However it is advised that such 
liquids are treated as if they were highly flammable liquids and stored within fire-
resisting bins etc, since they will cause escalation of the fire if ignited.
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191 Work practices, such as ensuring that containers are replaced into the bin 
etc when not required, will ensure that the risk of fire or explosion from the use or 
storage of flammable liquids is under control. Keeping a record of the contents 
of each bin or cupboard would enable you to quickly realise if too much highly 
flammable liquid was being stored in the workroom. It would also allow rarely used 
liquids to be removed to properly designed stores.

192 Guidance on safe practices in the use and handling of flammable liquids is 
given in the HSE publication HSG14029.

Storage in a small retail outlet or shop
193 It is probable that you stock some flammable and some highly flammable 
liquids, for example paint and paint thinners, lacquers etc in containers of perhaps 
10 litres maximum capacity. It is likely that the majority of your stock is on display to 
customers. The precautions detailed in paragraphs 167–170 are relevant.

194 The Highly Flammable Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 
19723 do not apply to your premises. But as mentioned earlier, the standards 
required by these Regulations provide a good basis for control measures.

195 You need to ensure that your staff are aware of the presence of such 
flammable liquids and know the precautions necessary to avoid danger.

196 You need to inspect display stock regularly so that any leaking containers etc 
can be dealt with adequately. It would be good practice to display such liquids on 
lipped shelving so that any leaked liquid can be contained. Your staff need to be 
aware of the necessary practices for cleaning up leaks and spillages.

197 You need to ensure that stock is not positioned close to electrical fittings, 
including lighting, or heating appliances. Consideration needs to be given to the 
prohibition of smoking near these liquids. Remember to position the stock so it 
does not restrict any gangways or is close to any means of escape. The local fire 
authority will advise you concerning fire precautions.

Storage in a small engineering factory or motor vehicle repair shop
198 You probably store a range of flammable liquids, although the quantity of any 
one liquid may be relatively small. The size of the containers probably ranges from 
10 or 25 litre metal cans to 205 litre metal drums.

199 A number of options are available to you to ensure safe storage conditions, 
dependent on your individual circumstances.

200 You probably want to store some flammable liquids in small containers, say 
10 litre capacity (eg tins of paint or paint thinners, cleaning solvents), inside 
the workroom. The Highly Flammable Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases 
Regulations 19723 require that no more than a maximum of 50 litres of highly 
flammable liquids may be stored in the workroom. 

201 Such a quantity of highly flammable liquids should be stored in closed 
containers and kept in a 30 minute fire-resisting bin, cabinet or cupboard fitted with 
the means to contain leaks from the containers. These are widely available from 
stockists of safety equipment. 

202 One of the simplest ways of storing small quantities of highly flammable 
liquids is to keep them in a steel dustbin fitted with a close-fitting lid. It needs to be 
suitably labelled to indicate the hazard, ie the standard yellow flammability hazard 
triangle should be prominently displayed (see Figure 2).
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203 Larger containers should ideally be stored in the open air. If this option is 
chosen, the location of the storage area requires some thought. It needs to be 
well ventilated and away from sources of ignition. The storage area needs to be 
separated by distance from your boundary or other occupied buildings etc (see 
Table 1 and Figure 9). 

204 The drums should stand on level impervious ground away from any drains 
etc. It is better to store the drums on a pallet as this allows easier handling by pallet 
truck or fork-lift truck. This also reduces the likelihood of the base of the drum 
becoming corroded leading to leaks of material. 

205 If space is at a premium, storage of the drums against a building wall is 
possible, provided that certain criteria, laid down in paragraph 125, are followed.

206 Other factors concerning outdoor storage that you need to consider include:

whether the area chosen is near moving vehicles, and so will require    n	

some protection, ie bollards or fencing; and
whether site security is adequate, ie would the containers be better    n	

stored within a robust metal lockable cage.

207 If outdoor storage is not possible then there are the alternatives of storage in 
a separate outdoor building or an internal store, considered in detail in paragraphs 
122–133. 

208 A suitable separate outdoor store can be relatively cheaply obtained by 
modifying a freight container. The modifications would include the provision of 
ventilation at high and low level according to paragraph 61, and the construction of 
a simple sill to contain any spilt or leaked liquid.

Storage in a large retail outlet
209 It is now commonplace to find large retail outlets catering for both the 
trade and the general public. Many of these premises are large, single-storey 
warehouse buildings with high roofs. The goods are generally stacked on pallets 
on open racking, and the majority of the stock is actually on display. The quantity 
of flammable liquids on display can be extremely large, ie a few tonnes. The 
precautions detailed in paragraphs 167–170 are relevant.

210 While specific legislation, such as the Highly Flammable Liquids and Liquefied 
Petroleum Gases Regulations 19723, does not apply, you still have a duty under 
the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 19742 to ensure that the risks of fire and 
explosion are controlled. Once again the requirements in the Highly Flammable 
Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 19723 can help in deciding 
appropriate standards.

211 In a factory or other workplace the people present are generally aware of the 
hazards. They are mobile, cooperative and trained in emergency procedures etc 
allowing orderly evacuation in the case of fire. But in your type of establishment you 
need to allow for the fact that members of the general public, including children, 
have free access around the site, and so you need to put in place appropriate 
control measures.

212 You need to ensure that all staff are aware of the hazards and are trained to 
deal effectively and safely with leaks and spillages. Emergency procedures need to 
be drawn up by management, and all staff should be trained accordingly.

213 You need to assess the risks from the movement of stock. Many spillages 
occur when material is knocked or dropped while being moved on or off racking. 
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You most probably restrict the public from moving within gangways while such 
operations are being carried out, but is your fork-lift truck suitably protected so as 
not to become a source of ignition for a pool of spilt paint thinners?

214 The positioning of the stock is important. Flammable stock should not be 
positioned close to, or beneath, electrical fittings, including lighting or heating 
appliances. Could you reposition your stocks of highly flammable liquids, 
particularly those in plastic containers, to safer locations, for example:

stored adjacent to non-combustible stock, for example building materials;n	

stored in specifically designed storerooms with access only to authorised staff; n	

or
stored outside in the gardening department.n	

215 You need to consider whether smoking should be prohibited on the premises. 
Remember that the positioning of the stock should not restrict any gangways or be 
close to any means of escape. The local fire authority will advise you concerning 
general fire precautions. 

216 You need to be vigilant in ensuring that: 

all packaging and rubbish is removed to prevent dangers from incipient fires; n	

aisles and fire exits are not restricted by temporary displays or during n	

restocking; and
the general public are prevented from causing ignition either through ignorance n	

or intent.
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Appendix 1 Legal requirements
Introduction

1 It is a legal requirement under health and safety law that those responsible for 
work activities ensure that:

hazards are adequately identified;n	

risks are adequately assessed; andn	

suitable control measures are put into practice.n	

2 Measures must be taken to eliminate or control the risks unless it is clear that 
the cost of doing so is grossly disproportionate to the level of risk. However, the 
ability to pay for additional control measures is not a deciding factor as to whether 
they are necessary. 

3 Where it is not possible to remove the risk then the arrangements for 
managing the activity safely are particularly important. The following section outlines 
the main health and safety regulations applicable to the storage of flammable 
liquids in containers.

Carriage of Dangerous Goods (Classification, Packaging and 
Labelling) and Use of Transportable Pressure Receptacles 
Regulations 199616

4 These Regulations apply to the transportation of dangerous goods by road 
and rail. Their aim is to reduce the risks involved in transporting such substances 
by requiring them to be correctly classified, packaged, and labelled. 

5 They specify that dangerous goods should be carried in suitable receptacles 
which will not leak under normal handling. These should bear appropriate warning 
labels giving information on the nature of the hazards. 

6 Two associated documents, the Approved carriage list42 and the Approved 
requirements and test methods for the classification and packaging of dangerous 
goods for carriage43 provide assistance to enable compliance with these 
Regulations. 

7 Flammable liquids classified as dangerous goods by these Regulations are 
those liquids which have a flashpoint of 61°C or below, or liquids with a flashpoint 
above 61°C carried at temperatures above their flashpoint. Flammable liquids as 
defined in this guidance book will be included in the scope of these Regulations.

Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road 199644 and the Carriage of 
Dangerous Goods by Rail Regulations 199645

8 These Regulations complement the Carriage of Dangerous Goods 
(Classification, Packaging and Labelling) and Use of Transportable Pressure 
Receptacles Regulations 199616. Their provisions include requirements for:

the construction of vehicles;n	

information to be received by operators and to be given to drivers;n	

the marking of vehicles; andn	

the loading, stowage and unloading of consignments.n	
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9 Dangerous substances are those materials: 
 

included in the n	 Approved carriage list42 produced in association with all the 
1996 Carriage Regulations mentioned here; or
having the characteristic properties defined in Schedule 1 of the Carriage n	

of Dangerous Goods (Classification, Packaging and Labelling) and Use of 
Transportable Pressure Receptacles Regulations 199616. 

Flammable liquids as defined in this guidance book will be included in the scope of 
these Regulations.

Chemicals (Hazard Information and Packaging for Supply) 
Regulations 1994 (as amended)5

10 These Regulations, commonly referred to as the CHIP Regulations, contain 
requirements for the supply of chemicals. The Regulations require suppliers of 
chemicals to:
 

classify them, ie identify their hazards;n	

give information about the hazards to the people they supply, both in the form n	

of labels and material safety data sheets (MSDS); and
package the chemicals safely.n	

11 Classifying chemicals according to the CHIP Regulations requires knowledge 
of the physical and chemical properties, including the flashpoints of liquids, and of 
the health and environmental effects. 

12 Chemicals are grouped into three categories of danger, according to their 
flashpoint:

extremely flammable – those liquids with a flashpoint lower than 0°C and a n	

boiling point lower than or equal to 35°C;
highly flammable – liquids which have a flashpoint lower than 21°C but are not n	

extremely flammable;
flammable – liquids with a flashpoint equal to or greater than 21°C and less n	

than or equal to 55°C, and which support combustion when tested in the 
prescribed manner at 55°C.

Flammable, highly flammable and extremely flammable liquids are all included in the 
scope of this guidance book. 

13 The Regulations are supported by:

an n	 Approved supply list46 containing agreed classifications for common 
substances;
an approved classification and labelling guiden	 47;
an Approved Code of Practice on material safety data sheetsn	 48; and
by the guidance publication n	 CHIP 2 for everyone49.

Control of Industrial Major Accident Hazards Regulations 198440 (as 
amended )

14 These Regulations, known as the CIMAH Regulations, apply at two levels to 
certain premises where specified quantities of particular substances are stored or 
used. The main aim of these Regulations is to prevent major accidents occurring;  
a secondary objective is to limit the effects of any which do happen. A major 
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accident is a major emission, fire or explosion resulting from uncontrolled 
developments which leads to serious danger to people or the environment. 

15 The lower level requirements apply at premises where 5000 tonnes or more 
of highly flammable or extremely flammable liquids are involved in certain industrial 
activities, including storage. The upper level requirements apply where such storage 
exceeds 50 000 tonnes. 

16 The general requirements apply at both levels and require the person in 
control of the industrial activity to demonstrate that the major accident hazards 
have been identified and that the activity is being operated safely. The additional 
requirements that apply at the upper level include the submission of a written 
safety report, preparation of an on-site emergency plan and provision of certain 
information for the public. The HSE publication HSR2150 gives guidance on these 
Regulations.

17 The CIMAH Regulations will be replaced in early 1999 by Regulations 
implementing a new European Directive, the Seveso II Directive. The new 
Regulations will have much in common with the CIMAH Regulations and will 
include the storage of flammable substances.

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 199414

18 These Regulations require employers to assess the risks arising from 
hazardous substances at work and to decide on the measures needed to protect 
the health of employees. The employer is also required to take appropriate action 
to prevent or adequately control exposure to the hazardous substance. 

19 Substances covered by these Regulations include carcinogenic substances 
and those which, under the Chemicals (Hazard Information and Packaging for 
Supply) Regulations 19945, are labelled as very toxic, toxic, harmful, corrosive or 
irritant. The Regulations also cover dusts, where present in substantial quantities, 
and those substances assigned occupational exposure limits. 

20 Flammable liquids normally have toxic or harmful properties which bring them 
within the scope of these Regulations.

Dangerous Substances (Notification and Marking of Sites) 
Regulations 199018

21 The purpose of these Regulations is to assist the fire-fighting services by the 
provision of advance and on-site information on sites containing large quantities of 
dangerous substances.

22 The Regulations apply to sites containing total quantities of 25 tonnes or 
more of dangerous substances. Dangerous substances include flammable liquids 
with a flashpoint below 55°C as defined in this guidance book. The Regulations 
require suitable signs to be erected at access points and at any locations specified 
by an inspector, and notification to be given to the appropriate fire and enforcing 
authorities about the presence of any dangerous substance. The HSE publication 
HSR2951 gives further guidance.

Electricity at Work Regulations 198924

23 These Regulations impose health and safety duties for the safe use of 
electricity at work. They require electrical installations and equipment to be properly 
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constructed, maintained and fit for the purpose and environment in which they 
are to be used. In particular they require electrical equipment which is exposed 
(or reasonably expected to be exposed) to any flammable or explosive substance, 
including flammable vapours or gases, to be constructed or protected so as to 
prevent danger. Advice is available in the HSE publication HSR2552.

Equipment and Protective Systems Intended for Use in Potentially 
Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 199627

24 These Regulations are aimed at manufacturers and suppliers. They apply 
to equipment, protective systems, safety devices, controlling devices, regulating 
devices and components for use in potentially explosive atmospheres. 

25 They require that the equipment be safe, that it meets the essential health and 
safety requirements, has undergone an appropriate conformity assessment and is 
affixed with CE marking. There is a lengthy transitional period until 30 June 2003. 
Manufacturers can, in the meantime, continue to ensure their equipment is safe by 
other means.

Factories Act 196153

26 The Act defines a ‘factory’ and contains many general and detailed provisions 
relating to work activities in factories. 

27 Section 31(3) contains specific requirements relating to the opening of plant 
that contains any explosive or inflammable gas or vapour under pressure, and 
section 31(4) contains specific requirements relating to the application of heat to 
plant that has contained any explosive or inflammable substance. ‘Inflammable’ 
means able to burn with a flame and ‘flammable’ is generally taken to have the 
same meaning as ‘inflammable’. Inflammable substances and vapours will include 
flammable liquids and their vapours as defined in this guidance book.

Fire Certificates (Special Premises) Regulations 197633

28 These Regulations apply at premises where certain quantities of hazardous 
materials are processed, used or stored. 

29 For flammable liquids they apply at premises where there is a total of 
more than 4000 tonnes of any highly flammable liquid (as defined in the Highly 
Flammable Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 19723) or more 
than 50 tonnes of any highly flammable liquid held under pressure greater than 
atmospheric pressure and at a temperature above its boiling point. 

30 Where these Regulations apply they take the place of the Fire Precautions Act 
197131 and designate HSE as the enforcing authority for matters relating to general 
fire precautions. Further guidance on general fire precautions for premises subject 
to these Regulations is available from HSE54.

Fire Precautions Act 197131

31 This Act controls what have become known as the ‘general fire precautions’, 
covering the means of escape in case of fire, the means for ensuring the means 
of escape can be used safely and effectively, the means for fighting fires, and the 
means for giving warning in the case of fire, and the training of staff in fire safety. 
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32 The Act allows the presence of flammable liquids to be taken into account 
when considering general fire precautions. The Act is enforced by the fire 
authorities and further guidance can be found in a Home Office publication55.

Fire Precautions (Workplace) Regulations 199732

33 These Regulations require employers to safeguard the safety of employees 
in case of fire, including the general fire precautions. They require the employer 
to plan measures to fight fire, to nominate employees to implement the planned 
measures, and to train them and provide them with suitable equipment. They also 
require contacts to be made with the external emergency services, particularly as 
regards rescue work and fire fighting.

34 The Regulations are enforced by the fire authorities and apply to all 
workplaces as defined in the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 19742, unless they 
are specifically mentioned in the 1997 Regulations32 as an ‘excepted workplace’.

35 Before these Regulations came into force, outdoor storage areas for 
flammable liquids were not necessarily covered by existing fire precaution 
legislation, ie the Fire Precautions Act 197131 and the Fire Certificates (Special 
Premises) Regulations 197633. In such circumstances the requirement for adequate 
general fire precautions came under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 19742 
and were enforced by HSE or local authorities.

Fire Services Act 194737

36 The purpose of the Act is to ensure the provision of an efficient UK wide 
emergency service. It details the requirements for the structure of the service, the 
duties and powers of fire authorities and measures to secure the availability of an 
adequate water supply in the event of fire.

Health and Safety at Work etc Act 19742

37 This Act is concerned with the health, safety and welfare of people at work, 
and with protecting those who are not at work (members of the public etc) from 
risks to their health and safety arising from work activities. The Act and its relevant 
statutory provisions cover the storage and use of explosives and highly flammable 
or otherwise dangerous substances. The general duties in sections 2 to 4 and 6 to 
8 of the Act apply to all work activities covered by this guidance book. 

38 The Act is enforced either by HSE or by local authorities depending on the 
type of premises as determined by the Health and Safety (Enforcing Authority) 
Regulations 198956. 

Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 199617

39 These Regulations bring into force the EC Safety Signs Directive (92/58/
EEC) on the provision and use of safety signs at work. They cover various means 
of communicating health and safety information. They require employers to 
provide specific safety signs whenever there is a risk that has not been avoided or 
controlled by other means, for example by engineering controls and safe systems 
of work.

40 They apply to all places and activities where people are employed, but 
exclude signs and labels used in connection with the supply of substances, 
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products and equipment or the transport of dangerous goods. Guidance on these 
Regulations is available in an HSE publication57.

Highly Flammable Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases 
Regulations 19723

41 These Regulations apply when liquids which have a flashpoint of less than 
32°C and which support combustion (when tested in the prescribed manner) are 
present at premises subject to the Factories Act 196153. 

42 The Regulations include provisions for these highly flammable liquids relating 
to:

precautions to be taken during storage;n	

precautions to be taken against spills and leaks;n	

controls for sources of ignition in areas where accumulations of vapours may n	

occur;
means to prevent the escape of vapours;n	

dispersal of dangerous concentrations of vapours; andn	

controls on smoking.n	

Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 19921

43 These Regulations require employers and the self-employed to assess the 
risks to workers and others who may be affected by their undertakings, so that 
they can decide what measures need to be taken to comply with health and safety 
law. 

44 These Regulations go on to require you to implement appropriate 
arrangements for managing health and safety. Health surveillance (where 
appropriate), emergency planning, and the provision of information and training 
are also included. An Approved Code of Practice22 gives guidance on these 
Regulations.

Notification of Installations Handling Hazardous Substances 
Regulations 198258

45 These Regulations, known as the NIHHS Regulations, require premises with 
specified quantities of particular substances, such as 10 000 tonnes or more of 
flammable liquids with a flashpoint of less than 21°C, to be notified to HSE. 

46 Following the Planning (Hazardous Substances) Act 199059 and Regulations 
199260, the presence of NIHHS Schedule 1 substances and quantities, together 
with some from CIMAH Schedule 340, on, over or under land requires consent from 
hazardous substances authorities. Similar provisions also apply in Scotland.

Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 199261 (to be 
replaced by the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 
1998).

47 These Regulations aim to ensure the provision of safe work equipment and its 
safe use. They include general duties covering the selection of suitable equipment, 
maintenance, information, instructions and training, and they also address the need 
for equipment to be able to control selected hazards. 
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48 Regulation 12 is particularly relevant to equipment associated with flammable 
liquids. It requires employers to ensure that people using work equipment are not 
exposed to hazards arising from:

equipment catching fire or overheating;n	

the unintended or premature discharge of any liquid or vapour; orn	

the unintended or premature explosion of the work equipment or any n	

substance used or stored in it.
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Appendix 2 Fire-resisting 
structures
1 HM Chief Inspector of Factories has issued Certificate of Approval No 1 for 
storerooms, process cabinets or enclosures, workrooms, cupboards, bins, ducts 
and casings, which are required to be fire-resisting under the Highly Flammable 
Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 19723. The main requirements 
for cabinets, enclosures, storerooms, ducts and casings are summarised below. 
These should form the basis for construction of fire-resisting enclosures, whether or 
not the specific Regulations apply.

2 Cupboards, bins, cabinets and similar enclosures

The materials used to construct each side, top, floor, door and lid should:

if tested in accordance with BS 476n	 62 Parts 20 and 22 (or previously    
Part 8) be capable of satisfying the integrity requirement of that test for   
at least 30 minutes;
provide an internal surface to the enclosure with a surface spread of flame and n	

heat release classification of Class 0 (as defined in Approved Document B63 
issued in connection with the Building Regulations 199164);
be fastened together in such a manner, using fastenings (including any hinges) n	

that are of high melting point (in excess of 750°C), that:

the entire enclosure, if tested in accordance with BS 476 – 62 Parts 20 and 22 
(or previously Part 8), would not come apart for at least 30 minutes;
the joints are made, bonded or fire-stopped to prevent or retard the passage  –
of flame and hot gases;
the structure is sufficiently robust that its integrity will not be impaired by any  –
reasonably foreseeable accidental impact;.

be sufficiently durable that if coated with residues from any spillages, that these n	

can be removed without impairing the structure’s fire resistance.

3 Storerooms

The following requirements do not apply to external doors, external windows and 
external walls, any opening provided for ventilation, or any tops or ceilings of single-
storey buildings and top-floor rooms, unless these components are within the 
separation distances to the vulnerable features previously specified (see section on 
Separation) and not otherwise protected:

Every enclosing element, that is to say every wall (including every door or n	

window therein), floor (other than a floor immediately above the ground), and 
any ceiling plus its associated floor, should if tested in accordance with BS 
47662 Parts 20 and 22, and as appropriate Part 21 (or previously Part 8) be 
capable of satisfying the integrity and insulation requirements of the test, and 
as relevant the load-bearing capacity requirement.
The internal surfaces of all walls and ceiling/roof should be capable of achieving n	

at least Class 1 if tested in accordance with BS 47662 Part 7 (surface spread of 
flame).
Doors should be self-closing from any position.n	

Joints between elements of construction should be made, bonded or fire-n	

stopped to prevent or retard the passage of flame and hot gases.
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The structure should be sufficiently robust that its fire resistance will not be n	

impaired by any reasonably foreseeable accidental impact.
The materials of construction used should be sufficiently durable that if coated n	

with residues from any spillages, that these can be removed without impairing 
the storeroom’s fire resistance.

4 Ducts, trunks and casings

Ducts, trunks and casings should be such that if tested in accordance with BS n	

47662 Parts 20 and 22 (or previously Part 8) they would be capable of satisfying 
the integrity requirement of that test for at least 30 minutes.
They should provide an internal surface to the enclosure with a surface  n	

spread of flame and heat release classification of Class 0 (as defined in 
Approved Document B63 issued in connection with the Building Regulations 
199164).
They should be supported and fastened in such a manner, using supports and n	

fastenings that are of high melting point (in excess of 750°C) that:

the structure plus its supports, if tested in accordance with BS 476 – 62 Parts 
20 and 22 (or previously Part 8) would not collapse or come apart for at 
least 30 minutes;
the joints are made, bonded or fire-stopped to prevent or retard the passage  –
of flame and hot gases;
the structure is sufficiently robust that its integrity will not be impaired by any  –
reasonably foreseeable accidental impact.

They should be sufficiently durable that if coated with residues, that    n	

these can be removed without impairing the structure’s fire resistance.
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Appendix 3 Hazardous area 
classification
1 The first approach should always be to control the storage and use of 
flammable materials so as to minimise the extent of any hazardous area.

2 The concept of hazardous area classification has, in the past, been used 
solely as the basis for selecting fixed electrical apparatus. However, it can also 
be used to help eliminate potential ignition sources, including portable electrical 
equipment, vehicles, hot surfaces, etc, from flammable atmospheres. 

3 Advice on classifying hazardous areas can be found in BS EN 60079-10: 
199665.

4 Hazardous areas are classified into three types of zone: Zone 0, Zone 1 and 
Zone 2, which are three-dimensional spaces in which flammable concentrations of 
vapours may be present. 

5 The higher the zone number the lower the likelihood that a flammable vapour 
will exist within the zone. 

6 Electrical equipment suitable for use in Zone 0 is produced to a higher 
specification (that is, it is less likely to produce an incendive spark on failure) than 
that suitable for use in Zone 1, which in turn is produced to a higher standard than 
that for use in Zone 2. 

7 The aim is to reduce to an acceptable minimum level the probability of a 
flammable atmosphere coinciding with an electrical or other source of ignition.  
The three zones are defined as follows:

Zone 0n	  
 An area in which an explosive gas-air mixture is continuously present, or   
 present for long periods.
 A Zone 0 classification applies to enclosed spaces which are likely to contain   
 a flammable vapour continuously or for long periods. Examples might include   
 the inside of process vessels and storage containers. It may also apply in the   
 immediate vicinity of exposed liquid surfaces and during continuous releases   
 of flammable material.

Zone 1n	  
 An area in which an explosive gas-air mixture is likely to occur in normal   
 operation.
 A Zone 1 classification may be appropriate if either of the following apply:

The area contains plant which may, in normal operation, release sufficient  –
flammable material to create a hazard.

The area fulfils the requirements for Zone 2 but the ventilation or drainage is  –
inadequate for ensuring that a flammable atmosphere is quickly dispersed. 
This is likely to apply to pits, trenches and similar depressions in the case 
of heavier-than-air vapours and to enclosed roof spaces for lighter-than-air 
vapours.

Zone 2n	

 An area in which an explosive gas-air mixture is not likely to occur in normal  
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 operation, and if it does occur, will exist only for a short time.
 A Zone 2 classification can be applied if all of the following are satisfied:
 

In normal operation, there is no flammable liquid in direct contact with the  –
surrounding atmosphere.
The plant concerned is constructed, installed and maintained so as to  –
prevent, in normal operation, the release of sufficient flammable material to 
create a hazard.
The area is well enough ventilated and drained to disperse any flammable  –
atmosphere quickly in the event of a release, so that any contact with 
electrical apparatus is only for a brief period.

Areas outside of these zones are defined as non-hazardous.

 –

Figure 14 Typical hazardous area classification

8 It is good practice to draw up a plan which shows the extent of each zone. 
This will vary with the layout of the building, the design of the plant, ventilation and 
the type of materials handled. 

Key

Zone 2

Indoor storage

Outdoor storage
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9 Further advice is available in industry codes, BS EN 60079-10: 199665 and the 
Institute of Petroleum area classification code66.

10 Table 2 below describes a typical area classification for containers holding 
liquids with a flashpoint less than 32°C. The table gives general guidance only, as 
local conditions (particularly with regard to ventilation conditions) should always be 
taken into account when carrying out a classification exercise.

Table 2 Typical area classification for containers holding liquids with a flashpoint less
than 32°C

 Item     Extent of area  Classification

 Storerooms   Every part*  Zone 2
 and buildings

 Cupboards and  Every part  Zone 2
 bins

 Open-air storage  Vertically to 1 m  Zone 2
 areas    above top of highest
      container, and
      horizontally to 1 m
      beyond bund or sill

* Note: For rooms and buildings which are well ventilated, areas more than 2 metres above the top of 

the highest container can be considered safe areas.
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Glossary
Ambient: ambient temperature is the temperature of an immediate locality.

Auto-ignition temperature: the minimum temperature at which a material will ignite 
spontaneously under specified test conditions. Also referred to as the minimum 
ignition temperature.

Bund: the raised perimeter of an area used to contain and prevent the spreading of 
liquids.

Combustible: capable of burning in air when ignited.

Enforcing authority: the authority with responsibility for enforcing the Health and 
Safety at Work etc Act 19742 and other relevant statutory provisions.

Fire resistance: the ability of a material, product, assembly or structure to fulfil,  
for a stated period of time, the required stability against the passage of flame and 
hot gases, and if additionally specified, thermal insulation and/or load-bearing 
capacity in a standard fire resistance test. See Appendix 2.

Fire wall: an imperforate wall, screen or partition capable of affording at least  
30 minutes fire resistance, if tested in accordance with BS 47662 against the 
passage of flame or heat.

Flammable: capable of burning with a flame. See paragraphs 9-12 for the definition 
of ‘flammable liquid’ used in this guidance.

Flammable range: the concentration of a flammable vapour in air falling between 
the upper and lower explosion limits.

Flashpoint: the minimum temperature at which a liquid, under specific test 
conditions, gives off sufficient flammable vapour to ignite momentarily on the 
application of an ignition source.

Hazard: is the disposition of a thing, a condition or a situation to cause injury.  
The ‘injury’ of concern is physical injury and/or ill health to people, though this may 
be accompanied by harm to property and the environment.

Hazardous area: an area where flammable or explosive gas or vapour-air mixtures 
(often referred to as explosive gas-air mixtures) are, or may be expected to be, 
present in quantities which require special precautions to be taken against the risk 
of ignition. See Appendix 3.

Incendive: having sufficient energy to ignite a flammable mixture.

Interceptor (also known as Separator): a device installed in a surface water 
drainage system to separate out any immiscible solvents and thus prevent them 
from reaching public drains, sewers or water courses.

Lower explosion limit (LEL): the minimum concentration of vapour in air below 
which propagation of a flame will not occur in the presence of an ignition source. 
Also referred to as the lower flammable limit or lower explosive limit.
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Non-combustible material: a material which:

is totally inorganic, such as concrete, fired clay, ceramic, masonry, plaster or n	

steel/steel alloy;
if tested to BS 476n	 62 Part 11: 1982, does not flame nor causes any rise in 
temperature on either the centre (specimen) or furnace thermocouples; and
is classified as non-combustible under BS 476n	 62 Part 4: 1970.

Reasonably practicable: the degree of risk in a particular job or workplace 
needs to be balanced against the time, trouble, cost and physical difficulty 
of taking measures to avoid or reduce the risk. Measures must be taken to 
eliminate or control the risks unless it is clear that the cost of doing so is grossly 
disproportionate to the level of risk. However the ability to pay for additional control 
measures is not a deciding factor as to whether they are necessary.

Risk: is the chance of something adverse happening where ‘something’ refers to a 
particular consequence of the manifestation of a hazard.

Risk assessment: the process of identifying the hazards present in any undertaking 
(whether arising from work activities or other factors) and those likely to be affected 
by them, and of evaluating the extent of the risks involved, bearing in mind 
whatever precautions are already being taken.

Ullage space: the free space between the fluid level and the top of its container, to 
allow for expansion.

Upper explosion limit (UEL): the maximum concentration of vapour in air above 
which the propagation of a flame will not occur. Also referred to as the upper 
flammable limit or upper explosive limit.

Vapour: the gaseous phase released by evaporation from a material that is a liquid 
at normal temperatures and pressure.

Viscosity: the degree to which a fluid tends to resist relative motion within itself. 
Examples of viscous fluids are treacle and heavy fuel oils.

Zone: the classified part of a hazardous area, representing the probability of a 
flammable vapour (or gas) and air mixture being present. See Appendix 3.
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Further information

For information about health and safety, or to report inconsistencies or inaccuracies 
in this guidance, visit www.hse.gov.uk/. You can view HSE guidance online and 
order priced publications from the website. HSE priced publications are also 
available from bookshops.

British Standards can be obtained in PDF or hard copy formats from BSI:  
http://shop.bsigroup.com or by contacting BSI Customer Services for hard  
copies only Tel: 020 8996 9001 email: cservices@bsigroup.com.

The Stationery Office publications are available from The Stationery Office,  
PO Box 29, Norwich NR3 1GN Tel: 0870 600 5522 Fax: 0870 600 5533   
email: customer.services@tso.co.uk Website: www.tsoshop.co.uk/ (They are also 
available from bookshops.) Statutory Instruments can be viewed free of charge at 
www.legislation.gov.uk/.


